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Retail investors are undeterred from 
their participation in the market even 
amid an expected recession and 

ongoing concerns about inflation, according 
to moomoo’s 2023 U.S. Investor Survey 
released on January 3, a poll of 770 of the 
trading app’s US users that examines their 
performance in 2022 as well as their outlook 
on markets, the economy and trading 
strategies for 2023.  

Moomoo’s insights into the investing 
landscape come at an apt time for the U.S. 
investing market, which some believe is 
expected to experience increasing volatility 
throughout 2023. Surveyed investors expect 
that inflation will remain a problem in 2023, 
with almost two thirds of respondents 
anticipating no rate cuts from the Fed in the 
upcoming calendar year. Additionally, 
investors reported a generally negative 
outlook for the economy going forward. 62% 
surveyed investors think a recession has 
already started while only 6% don’t expect an 
economic downturn in the near future. 

Despite a difficult year in 2022, 76% 
surveyed participants are undeterred and 
plan to invest more this year than in 2022.

MOOMOO U.S. INVESTOR SURVEY KEY 
FINDINGS
 
•BULLISH SENTIMENT FOR TECH, 
ENERGY & HEALTHCARE SECTORS: 
Despite technology’s underperformance last 
year, investors are optimistic for a 
turnaround. In addition, they have high 
expectations for energy, which was the 
best-performing sector in 2022, and 
healtcare, which has historically been a 
defensive sector in times of uncertainty. 
•INVESTORS COULD BE BUYING THE DIP: 
Three quarters of respondents expect to 
employ “buy the dip” trading strategy. It 
involves waiting for a sharp decline in the 
price of a stock and then buying shares in 
hopes of a price rebound. It tends to be more 
successful in a bullish market and less so in 
a bearish one such as 2022. Keep in mind 
that “buy the dip” strategy is an attempt to 
time the market, which can be a difficult and 
risky approach.
•CONFIDENCE IS KEY: The majority of 
users were either somewhat confident (52%) 
or very confident (37%) of their ability to meet
their investment goals. A solid job market 
and near-record lows unemployment may
also contribute to investor’s confidence.

“Amid inflation concerns, macroeconomic  
downturns, and other economic factors that 
exacerbate market volatility, it’s more difficult 
for retail investors to earn money in the stock 
market today, especially compared to last 
year,” said Justin Zacks, moomoo’s VP 
strategy. “The moomoo community is full of 
strategic, dedicated investors who take their 
financial future seriously and deserve the 
most up-to-date, real-time data and function-
ality that allows them to make investments 
designed to help them achieve their own 
financial goals.” 
 
NEW MOOMOO REPORT PROVIDES AN 
IN-DEPTH LOOK AT SOME OF THE KEY 
APP FEATURES 

During periods of pricing volatility—especially 
amid uncertainty about the market trend 
direction—investors may need to harness 
more sophisticated tools, analytics and 
investing resources to capture profits, define 
maximum downside risk and adjust their 
trading strategies accordingly.

In recognition of this, as well as ongoing 
efforts to respond to the investing communi-
ty’s feedback and provide consistently updat-
ed, optimized tools, moomoo also released 
its latest product research report, which 
provides compelling case studies from the 
moomoo user community, financial educa-
tors and influencers highlighting tools and 
analytics provided by the moomoo app.

“In the past year, we saw a nosedive of the 
market as the external environment deterio-
rated drastically. In 2021, fast-growing
companies and emerging industries were  
highly sought after, while in 2022, investors
were more interested in companies with 

ample cash flow and stable operation perfor-
mance,” moomoo’s product manager Shine 
Deng said in the report. 

“They use tools to assist with decision 
making more frequently, as they were getting 
more cautious and pickier.”

Determined by highest volume of use and 
some of the product team’s favorites, the key 
features of the moomoo app include: 
·options trading
·stock profile and financials
·stock screener
·institutional tracking
·line drawing
·study plan
·heat map
·paper trading
·industrial chain
·earnings calendar
The full product report can be viewed here：
https://www.moomoo.com/hans/community/f
eed/109862423232517

Moomoo is dedicated to finding new ways to 
work on the app and committed to continually 
innovating and improving the app for its 
users.  

Moomoo is a next-generation one-stop digital 
financial services platform created by 
Moomoo Technologies Inc., a fintech compa-
ny based in Palo Alto, California. In the U.S., 
investment products and services on 
Moomoo are offered by Moomoo Financial 
Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC. Past investment 
performance does not guarantee future 
results. Investing involves risk and the poten-
tial to lose principal.

Options trading entails significant risk and is 
not appropriate for all customers. It is 
important that investors read Characteristics 
and Risks of Standardized Options 
(https://www.theocc.com/getmedia/a151a9a
e-d784-4a15-bdeb-23a029f50b70/riskstoc.p
df) before engaging in any options trading 
strategies.Options transactions are often 
complex and may involve the potential of 
losing the entire investment in a relatively 
short period of time. Supporting 
documentation for any claims, if applicable, 
will be furnished upon request. This content 
is for educational use only and not a 
recommendation of any investment strategy 
or features.
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